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Abstract
An alternative approach was developed for evaluating the hydraulic conductivity (K) and the transmissivity (T)
of an aquifer. The vertical electrical sounding (VES) measurements and fuzzy techniques (Takagi-Sugeno
fuzzy model) are the base of this approach. This approach requires the VES measurements in some points,
where available water samples exist to tune fuzzy system with fitting capability, to evaluate the hydraulic
parameters. The tuned fuzzy system was used thereafter to extrapolate those parameters, even in VES points
where no water samples are available. The Khanasser valley, Northern Syria was taken as a case study to apply
the proposed approach. The comparison between the hydraulic parameters values obtained by the proposed
approach and those of real pumping test shows an acceptable agreement between them, that attests to the
viability of the new proposed technique for characterizing the hydraulic parameters of the aquifers in similar
arid and semi arid regions.
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1 Introduction
The hydraulic conductivity parameter, considered as the most important in hydrogeology is practiced as a
groundwater modeling tool for studying and predicting the aquifer behavior during the different stages of
water extraction. The hydraulic conductivity parameter is traditionally evaluated through the pumping tests
technique.
The pumping tests, however suffer of being expensive, and provide with low spare resolution maps
(Shevnin et al., 2006; Soupios et al., 2007). Alternative geophysical approaches are consequently invented to
overcome the limitations posed by the pumping tests.
Geophysical techniques are widely practiced to invent new alternative approaches for estimating the
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hydraulic parameter, where specific relationships between geophysical and hydro-geological parameters are
established (Heigold et al., 1979; Frohlich, 1994; Frohlich et al., 1996; Yadav and Abolfazli, 1998; Salem,
1999; De Lima and Niwas, 2000; Niwas and De Lima, 2003; Dhakate and Singh, 2005; Lesmes and Friedman,
2005; Asfahani, 2007a, b, c, 2010a, b; Aretouyap et al., 2015; Aretouyap et al., 2018; Aretouyap et al., 2019 ).
The geophysical works, particularly the measurements of vertical electrical sounding (VES) technique
presented in this paper are a part of an international research program in the Khanasser valley, Northern Syria,
in which three scientific organizations; Bonne University, Germany, International Center for Agriculture
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA), and Syrian Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) have been collaborated.
The specific marginal dry-land environments problems were solved by this research program (Schweers et al.,
2002).
The use of (VES) technique provides several advantages and has its superiority when is compared with the
traditional pumping tests technique. The use of dense VES sounding points allows for obtaining faster
information regarding the hydraulic conductivity distribution with high resolution maps.
The new in this research is to evaluate the transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity parameters of the
Quaternary aquifer in the semi arid Khanasser valley region, Northern Syria (Fig. 1) through developing and
proposing the fuzzy approach, that takes into account only the groundwater salinity.

Fig. 1 Location of the Khanasser valley, Northern Syria.

A data-driven approximation of the relation between the parameters of hydraulic conductivity,
transmissivity, the saturated aquifer resistivity, and the Quaternary aquifer saturated thickness is provided
through the ability of fuzzy system used as function approximator. Similar neural network technique has been
already proposed to characterize the Quaternary aquifer of the Khanasser valley region (Asfahani and Ahmad,
2020).
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The only four available pumping tests in this work (Asfahani, 2016) are not sufficient to tune fuzzy system.
The transmissivity and the hydraulic conductivity values of those pumping tests with those values obtained by
using the VES technique (Asfahani, 2016) are conjointly therefore used to tune the fuzzy system.
The main objectives of this paper are therefore the following:
1- To propose and develop a new technique based on the application of vertical electrical sounding (VES)
and fuzzy techniques;
2- To evaluate the parameters of aquifer hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity.
2 Hydrogeology of the Khanasser Valley
Khanasser valley study area, located approximately 70 km southeast of Aleppo City lies between two hills; the
Jabal Al Hoss in the west and the Jabal Shbeith in the east.
The drainage of the northern part of the study valley is directed towards the Jaboulsalt lake, while the
drainage of the southern part is directed towards the Adami depression in the south (Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows the
geological map of the study region (Ponikarov, 1964), with the VES locations, while Fig. 3 shows a geological
cross-section along the AB profile.

Fig. 2 Geological map of the Khanasser valley region, Northern Syria, and its surroundings (After Ponikarov, 1964), with the
VES sounding locations (Asfahani, 2016).
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Fig. 3 Geological cross-section along the AB profile (Asfahani, 2013).

Three aquifers exist in the Khanasser valley for the groundwater extraction. The deepest one at 400 m
below ground level is related to upper Cretaceous. The second one has a low productivity and is related to the
Paleocene-Lower Eocene limestone aquifer (ACSAD, 1984). The average hydraulic conductivity (k) of 0.0054
m/day for this aquifer is referred from the pumping test (Schweers et al., 2002). The Paleogene formation has
an hydraulic conductivity ranging between 0.008 m/day and 0.5 m/day as revealed by Lengiprovodkhoz
(1987).
The paleogene strata in the central part of Khanasser valley above the Maestrichtian are relatively not very
thick; about 50 m of lower Eocene and Paleocene.
The Quaternary water bearing formations is the most transmissive third aquifer in the study region. It is
situated near the surface, and covered by some of 10 m of alluvial and proluvial soil. The direct recharge from
rainwater as well as infiltrating runoff and the subsurface flow from the slopes of Jabal Shbeith and Jabal Al
Hoss are the main sources for this aquifer.
The rapid development of motorized irrigation wells is responsible of the substantial increase observed
during the last two decades in groundwater withdrawal from the upper, unconfined aquifer system.
The salt water intrusion originated from the Jaboulsalt lake affects Khanasser valley as indicated by the
groundwater monitoring analysis, where considerable changes are clearly observed since 1998 in the quality
and water level (Hoogeveen and Zobisch, 1999).
3 VES Measurements and Interpretation
Ninety-six VES were measured during this research work by using the Schlumberger configuration. Fig. 2
shows the locations of those VES points (Asfahani, 2010a, 2007a).
The distance current electrode spacing (AB/2) was between 3 m and 500 m for all those VES soundings.
the two electrodes A and B are symmetrically expanded about the center of the array, while the other two M
and N potential electrodes remain fixed.
For a given position of the four current and potential electrodes, the apparent resistivity (ρa) is expressed
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by the following equation:
2

In which I is the current injected into the earth, ΔV is the measured potential difference between the two
potential electrodes, and AM, BN, AN and BN are inter-distance spacing.
The field resistivity curves were interpreted by using the curve matching technique and the master curves
(Orellana and Mooney, 1966) to get an initial approximate model of thicknesses and resistivities of the
corresponding layers.
The initial model parameters are thereafter taken into consideration by an inverse technique Resist program
(Velpen, 2004) to correctly interpret them until an acceptable fit is obtained between the resistivity field curve
and the theoretical computed regenerated one (Zohdy, 1989; Zohdy and Bisdorf, 1989). The one-dimensional
model (1D) is assumed while interpreting the VES points realized in the study area of Khanasser valley region.
Fig. 4 shows an example of field VES sounding at the point V2-3, with its 1D interpretation and the
description of the lithology of the well No.1, located as closely to this measured VES point.

Fig. 4 Field VES example at V2-3 and its 1D interpretation, with lithological description of well No.1 for comparison.

The quantitative interpretations of the ninety six VES points, distributed on three longitudinal profiles and
nine transverse profiles (Fig. 2), with the adaption of one dimensional model (1D) enabled (Asfahani, 2007a)
to identify the geoelectrical characteristics of Quaternary, Paleogene and Maistrechtian deposits and the
geometry of the study Khanasser valley area.
The quantitative (1D) interpretation of the VES points, distributed along the TP5 transverse profile (TP5
corresponds to the AB geological cross-section shown in Figs. 2 and 3) allows to get the subsurface
geoelectrical model under TP5 as shown in Fig. 5.
The resistivity and thickness values of the Quaternary and Paleogene aquifers are well identified (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 subsurface geoelectrical model under TP5 profile (Asfahani, 2013).

Two geological structures revealing a clear deep tectonic effect are in presence in the study region of
Khanasser valley, one in the south and the other in of the line joining the Hobs and Sirdah towns (Fig. 2), as
previously indicated by Asfahani (2007a).
4 Fuzzy Function Approximation
Fuzzy Logic is one of the three roots of soft-computing; it has been successfully practiced in several
applications in scientific and engineering sectors, due to its broad number of benefits. The easy
understandability and the simplicity of the model while encapsulating complex relations among variables are
ones of the keys of the paradigm. The other main characteristic of the fuzzy logic technique is its capability to
bring meaning to the variables involved in the studied problem and to interpret the model through the use of
linguistic values.
Many authors have in general obtained good enough results through dealing with fuzzy systems and fuzzy
logic for function approximation from an input/output data set, using grid as well as clustering techniques .
Specifically, the TSK model (Takagi and Sugeno, 1985) fits better to different and several problems due to its
computational capability.
The fuzzy inference method proposed by Takagi, Sugeno and Kang, which is known as the TSK model in
fuzzy systems field, has been one of the major issues in both theoretical and practical research for fuzzy
modeling (Yen and Wang, 1998). The basic idea is the subdivision of the input space into fuzzy regions and to
approximate the system in each subdivision by a simple model.
The Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models are suitable to approximate a large class of nonlinear functions. TakagiSugeno fuzzy model includes if-then rules with mathematical functions and fuzzy antecedents in the
consequent part (Takagi andSugeno, 1985). The antecedent fuzzy sets divide the input space into a number of
fuzzy regions, while the consequent functions describe the system’s behavior in these regions. The unknown
nonlinear function f can be throughout this contribution approximated by Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy rules
(Takagi and Sugeno, 1985). The rule base comprises a collection of N rules of the form:

R r  : if x1 is X 1r  and x2 is X 2r   x p is X pr  then f ( r )  x   arT x
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where the upper index represents the rule number, Xi(r) is an activated fuzzy set defined in the universe of
discourse of the ith input xi . The input vector defines the subsets of elements in the rule premise part and in the
rule consequent part, x1, x2, …,xp are the current values of the fuzzy model input variables. ar is a parameter
vector. Such a very simplified fuzzy model can be regarded as a collection of many linear models applied
locally in the fuzzy regions defined by the rule premises. The structure of the fuzzy model includes two blocks
a fuzzifier and an inference engine. The fuzzifier performs the function of fuzzification and converts input data
from an observed input space into proper linguistic values of fuzzy sets through predefined input membership
functions. The fuzzy inference engine should match the output of the fuzzifier with the fuzzy logic rules,
performing fuzzy implication and approximation reasoning to decide the value of the modeled output variable.
Fuzzy implication in the ith rule (1) can be realized by means of a product composition:
∏

(2)
r 

where  X ( r ) is the membership function defined on the fuzzy set X j
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Using the centre of gravity method to defuzzify the fuzzy set, the real output of the system is given by the
following inference formula (Takagi and Sugeno, 1985).
N
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(4)

r 1

given a set D of input/output data, and a configuration of membership functions for the input variables, how to
adapt the consequents of the rules so that the TSK model output optimally fits the data set D. The Least Square
Error (LSE) algorithm will be used for that purpose. LSE tries to minimize the error function:
∑

(5)

where f is the output of the TSK fuzzy system as in (4).
5 Application to Hydraulic Parameters Estimation
Fuzzy system illustrated in Fig. 6 is used in this paper to provide a data-driven approximation of the relation
between hydraulic conductivity (K), the saturated thickness of the Quaternary aquifer (h) and the saturated
aquifer resistivity (ρrock), and between transmissivity T, ρrock and h.
Four pumping tests are only available in this work (Asfahani, 2016), which are not sufficient to tune fuzzy
system. The computed values of the transmissivity and the hydraulic conductivity based on the VES
measurements, recently obtained by Asfahani (2016) and those additional four available pumping test
measured values are therefore used.
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The proposed methodology based on the fuzzy system is established as follows:
1. Carry out firstly the field VES measurements in the locations, where water samples are available for
the Quaternary aquifer to estimate their water resistivities (ρw). Fifteen VES points close to the water
sample locations have been located and measured. Their quantitative interpretative results of the
thickness and the resistivity of the saturated Quaternary aquifer (ρrock and h) are shown in Table 1
(Asfahani, 2016).
2. Determine the formation factor (F), that we need when applying Archie's law 1942 (Archie, 1942).
3. Apply Salem's formula 2001 to compute the corresponding hydraulic conductivity (K) (Salem, 2001;
Asfahani, 2016).
4.

Fig. 6 Khanasser fuzzy system in Matlab.

5. Compute
the aquifer transmissivity (T) through knowing the average of the hydraulic conductivity

( K ) of those 15 VES points and their saturated thickness (h).
6. Tune fuzzy system with fitting capability using the data computed in step 2, 3, and 4 shown in Table 1.
7. Carry out the VES measurements secondly in the locations having no water samples.
8. Use the fuzzy system tuned in step 5 to extrapolate the hydraulic conductivity (K) and the
transmissivity (T) in the VES points, even where no water samples are available.
Archie's law in its general form is practiced to evaluate the formation factor (F) as follows:
F=ρrock /ρw

(6)

In which, the saturated aquifer resistivity (ρrock) is estimated from the quantitative interpretation of the
measured VES points, and the pore fluid resistivity (ρw) is obtained through converting water conductivity.
Salem's formula (2001) relates the hydraulic conductivity (K) in a given VES point with the formation
factor (F) obtained by using the VES method. It is used to get the hydraulic conductivity (K) as follows:
K= 0.66528*F2.09

(7)

The transmissivity (T) is thereafter computed for the interpreted fifteen VES points as follows:
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T= K *h

(8)



In which, K is the average of the hydraulic conductivity of the available fifteen water samples indicated in
Table 1, h is the saturated Quaternary aquifer thickness at a given VES point.
6 Results and Discussion
A tune fuzzy system with fitting capability was created by the application of MATLAB fuzzy Toolbox to
evaluate the transmissivity and the hydraulic conductivity of the Quaternary aquifer in Khanasser valley region
(MATLAB, 2009). The measured input and the measured outputs data are required in such a tunings procedure.
The resulting thickness and resistivity of the saturated Quaternary aquifer (ρrock and h) shown in Table 1 are the
measured inputs in this paper. The computed values of (K) and (T) in the fifteen VES locations, for which
water samples of the Quaternary aquifer exist are the computed outputs.
The four available measured values of (K) derived by the pumping tests in the study Khanasser valley
region were used instead of the calculated (K) related to the VES points, realized as nearest to those pumping
tests locations, at VES locations of V1-1 (at the locations of Qurbatieh), V3-1 (Khanasser), V5-4 (Batha), and
V6-2 (Rasm Askar). The hydraulic conductivity values obtained by pumping tests at those mentioned points
were 1.55 m/day, 4.4 m/day, 6.56 m/day, and 54.4 m/day, respectively (Schweers et al., 2002).
The results presented in Table 1 are directly used at the first stage for applying the developed fuzzy
approach. The average aquifer water resistivity of the fifteen water samplings of 3.35 Ω.m was used instead of
(ρw) to estimate the formation factor (F) as explained above in equation (6).
The spatial variations of both resistivity (ρ) and saturated thickness (h) of the Quaternary aquifer for the
thirty four VES locations (15 VES with water samples and 19 VES without water samples) in the study
Khanasser valley are shown in Fig. 7a and b.
The hydraulic conductivity estimated based on Salem formula (equation (7)) for those 15 VES points

varies between 2.65 m/day at VES (V1-1) point and 37 m/day at VES (V6-2) point, with an average ( K ) of
13.8 m/day and a standard deviation
of 9.4 m/day.

The use of an average ( K ) of 13.8 m/day allows to compute the transmissivity (T) as explained by
equation (8). T varies between 79 m2/day at the VES (V7-3) point and 814 m2/day at the VES (V5-4) point
with 277 m2/day as an average.

Table 1 Data used to tune fuzzy system.
Location

ρw

ρrock

h

K

K*

T

(Ω.m)

(m)

(m/day)

(m/day)

(m2/day)

(Ω.m)

IAEES

V6-1

3.03

8.5

12

4.65

165.6

V9-3

1.3

11

22.5

7.98

310.5

V2-5

2.16

9.6

23.8

6

328.44

V1-1

1.79

6.5

31.4

2.65

Sh11

2.506

30

31.9

Sh12

7.44

15.5

25

16.3

345

Sh13

4.52

9

10

5.25

138

V8-3

3.47

17

11.5

19.82

158.7

1.55

433.32
440.22
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V3-1

6.85

10

7.7

6.54

106.26

V3-2

6.02

15

25

15

345

V7-2

4.33

16

6

17.5

82.8

V7-3

3.03

16

5.7

17.5

78.66

V3-5

1.67

19

12.9

25

178.02

V5-4

1.2

14

59

13

6.56

814.2

V6-2

1

23

17.2

37

54.4

237.36

K* is the pumping test value.

The resulting tuned fuzzy system and its application allow getting the values of (K) and (T) in the other
nineteen VES points, where no water samples are available. Such a turned fuzzy procedure is to characterize as
a first approximation the Quaternary aquifer in the study Khanasser valley (Table 2). The tuned fuzzy system
allows to directly get the transmissivity and the hydraulic conductivity values as shown in Table 2.
The hydraulic conductivity values K for the 19 VES points vary between 4.88 m/day at VES (V9-2) point,
and 40.67 m/day at VES (V4-3) point, with an average of 14.43 m/day and a standard deviation of 8.96
m/day.
The transmissivity values for the nineteen VES vary between 167.21 m2/day at VES (V2-3) point, and
456.28 m2/day at VES (V2-1), with an average of 274.53 m2/day and a standard deviation of 101.22 m2/day.
Table 3 shows the statistical results of (K) and (T) for the nineteen VES points obtained by using fuzzy
technique.
EK and ET in the Table 2 are the absolute difference between (K) and (T) values computed using fuzzy
system and those computed using the approach proposed in (Asfahani, 2016). EK varies between 0.02, and 1.61
m/day, with an average of 0.72 m/day and a standard deviation of 0.39 m/day. ET varies between 0.82 m2/day
and 29.71 m2/day, with an average of 11.42 m2/day and a standard deviation of 7.49 m2/day.

Table 2 Hydraulic conductivity (K) and transmissivity (T) by using fuzzy system in nineteen VES points,
where no water samples are available.
Location

h

ρrock (Ω.m)

(m)

IAEES

Kfuzzy

Tfuzzy

EK

ET

2

(m/day)

(m /day)

V10-4

53

12

8.43

447.42

0.16

8.88

V10-3

18

7

11.41

205.64

0.71

12.95

V10-1

34

10

9.42

320.64

0.72

24.79

V10-2

40

15

10.54

422.00

0.02

0.82

V9-1

21

15

14.43

303.13

0.92

19.33

V9-2

50

4.3

4.88

244.53

0.17

8.94

V9-4

21

9

11.50

241.61

0.88

18.55

V8-2

16.7

11

13.86

231.58

0.66

11.08

V6-3

35

17

12.80

448.48

0.84

29.71

V5-3

15

15

16.70

250.72

0.68

10.31

V5-5

14

36

27.58

386.33

0.81

11.42

V4-3

4.5

22

40.67

183.07

0.75

3.40

V3-3

19

15

14.44

274.53

0.27

5.20
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V3-4

11.8

26

25.32

298.93

1.61

19.09

V2-1

15

43

30.41

456.28

0.89

13.40

V2-2

9

6.6

18.80

169.27

0.96

8.69

V2-3

8.5

8

19.67

167.21

0.29

2.48

V2-4

14

11.5

16.00

224.18

1.04

14.62

V1-2

58

10

7.35

427.11

0.26

15.57

Table 3 Statistical parameters using nineteen VES points with no water samples.
h

ρrock (Ω.m)

(m)

K

T

EK

ET

2

(m/day)

(m /day)

Min

4.5

4.3

4.88

167.21

0.02

0.82

Max

59

43

40.67

456.28

1.61

29.71

Average

22

14.8

14.43

274.53

0.72

11.42

SD

15

8.5

8.96

101.22

0.39

7.49

The hydraulic conductivity values (K) for the total of thirty four VES points (fifteen VES with available
water samples, and nineteen VES with no water samples) vary between 2.74 m/day at the VES (V1-1) point,
and 40.67 m/day at the VES (V6-2) point, with an average of 14.43 m/day and a standard deviation of 9.19
m/day as shown in Fig. 7c.
The transmissivity values (T) for the total of thirty four VES points (fifteen VES with available water
samples, and nineteen VES with no water samples) vary between 81.3 m2/day at the VES (V7-3) point, and
837.48 m2/day at the VES (V5-4) point, with an average of 262.63 m2/day and a standard deviation of 148.74
m2/day as indicated in Fig. 7d.
A clear distinct transmissive structure is observed at the south of Hobs-Sirdah joining line determined by
Asfahani (2007a) as indicated on the transmissivity map (Fig.7d).
This transmissivity is low at the north of the joining line and increases towards the Sabkha.
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b

Fig. 7a: Thickness of Quaternary aquifer (h) in thirty four VES points in the research area, b: Resistivity (ρ) of the Quaternary
aquifer in thirty four VES points in the research area.

c

d

Fig. 7c: Hydraulic conductivity (K) of the Quaternary aquifer in thirty four VES points in the research area, d: Transmissivity (T)
of the Quaternary aquifer in thirty four VES points in the research area.
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Table 4 summarizes the main statistical hydrogeological and geophysical parameters obtained for the
Quaternary aquifer at the totality of thirty four VES points in the Khanasser valley region.
Table 4 Statistical geophysical and hydrological parameters at the thirty four VES points for Quaternary
aquifer in the study Khanasser valley, Syria.
ρrock

h

K

T
2

(Ω.m)

(m)

(m/day)

(m /day)

Min

4.3

4.5

2.74

81.3

Max

43

59

40.67

837.48

Average

14.8

22

14.43

262.63

SD

8.5

15

9.19

148.74

The results shown in Table 4 are quite similar to those obtained recently while characterizing the
Quaternary aquifer of the study Khanasser valley by using the neural network technique (Asfahani and Ahmad,
2020).
The high thicknesses of the alluvial gravels and sands, labeled locally as rammelaswad of the Quaternary
aquifer in the Khanasser valley observed in some studied VES points are the main responsible of the high
transmissivity and yields in those VES points. The sharpen lateral and vertical variations of the rammelaswad
from place to another even in very short distances explains the drastic change in the productivity of wells and
the large differences in their yields.
The geoelectrical transmissivity distribution results of the fuzzy approach technique applied in this
research to characterize the Quaternary aquifer in the study Khanasser valley are in a good agreement with the
hydrogeological field observations. This attests the efficacy of the proposed approach for characterizing the
aquifer systems in the semi arid regions worldwide.
7 Conclusion
The vertical electrical sounding (VES) and fuzzy system techniques are proposed to be used together as a new
alternative technique to evaluate the hydraulic conductivity (K) and the transmissivity (T) of an aquifer.
The transmissivity and the hydraulic conductivity are estimated through tuning a fuzzy system in the VES
points, where available water samples exist.
The application of tuned fuzzy system allows to extrapolate the transmissivity and the hydraulic
conductivity and in the VES points, where no available water samples.
The distributions of hydraulic conductivity and the transmissivity parameters of the Quaternary aquifer in
the study Khanasser valley, Northern Syria are easily characterized according to this fuzzy approach.
An acceptable agreement is clearly noticed between the hydraulic conductivity values obtained by the
fuzzy approach and the real hydrological situation, indicated by the pumping tests.
The application of the fuzzy technique gives quite similar results to those obtained by using the neural
approach. The main advantage of the fuzzy approach is the possibility to integrate the results of both the (VES)
measurements and the pumping tests, and no intermediate empirical relations are needed. Fuzzy approach can
integrate human expert knowledge expressed in if then rule to approximate the unknown relation. This makes
fuzzy technique human interpretable, while the neural technique is not. The fuzzy technique requires less data
than the computationally expensive neural technique.
The proposed Fuzzy approach provides a greater accuracy in predicting (K) and (T) if more pumping tests
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are available, and can be easily extended to be used with additional input parameters as soil porosity and
density to further potentially increase its performance. The easy fuzzy approach is recommended for treating
other hydrogeological problems related to semi arid regions worldwide.
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